
FUTURE PROMISE
We are constantly striving to improve the precision and 
efficiency of our RTO model by addressing reasons for 
returns and factoring in more parameters that can predict a 
low intent order. We also plan to scale up interventions with 
The Man Company with multiple features in our RTO suite, 
aiming to reduce returns further to 30% in the next few 
weeks.

CONTACT US
Seeing results on The Man Company, multiple brands have 
approached us seeking solutions to similar problems. If you 
as a brand also want to reduce RTO, boost conversions and 
increase the overall GMV of your brand highly and quickly, 
feel free to reach us.

Contact us: abhinav.midha@gokwik.co   |   Copyright © 2022

About>>

Lingering  in EcommerceProblem of RTO

An order is labelled as RTO (Return to Origin) when it never 
reaches the customer and gets returned to the warehouse. It 
is observed that the probability of return is higher in the case 
of online shopping. There are multiple reasons why return 
happens: non-genuine buyer, incomplete or fake addresse, 
spelling error in contact details, refusal to accept or pay, 
unreachable customer, unavailability of customer at the 
delivery address & lack of trust in the brand & product. 



D2C brands facilitate the option of cash on delivery (CoD) as 
customers find this payment option safe, which thereby 
increases the probability of return. 



The average rate of return in ecommerce hovers around 20%, 
but as soon as we take a closer look at CoD, the rate doubles 
to 40%. CoD still being the preferred option for 50-80% of 
transactions being done in ecommerce in India, the scale of 
the problem of RTO becomes apparent. 



It not only affects conversion rates, but also results in reverse 
logistics cost & inventory loss due to product lock in for days, 
product damage, etc leading to an impact on the cash flow. 
As a result, return eats into the margins of the brand and 
dents the overall profitability of the business.

PROBLEM

Constituting over 30% stake in the men’s grooming industry, The 
Man Company (TMC) comes up with a motive to inspire men to 
take care of themselves. With its line of quality grooming products 
that are sustainable, chemical and cruelty-free, The Man Company 
is bringing a change in the grooming industry and is driven to 
inspire men to take some time out and look after themselves.

20%
Reduce Returns by 
GoKwik helps

By constraining merely  of 
high risk CoD orders

3%

As is the case for most D2C brands, for The Man Company, a big share of 
customers prefer cash on delivery which consecutively increases the 
possibility of return as well. 



Therefore, the brand wanted to find an effective, robust & long-term solution 


to the problem of return while continuing to offer CoD as a payment option.


Problem for The Man Company>>

Solution for The Man Company

GoKwik analyzed the historical order data of The Man 
Company to understand the key reasons for returned orders. 
Based on this data, GoKwik configured features onto its RTO 
API so that it can populate intelligent risk flags for the 
incoming traffic on the brand’s website.



The real-time risk flagging on transactions is based on model 
decisions informed by patterns observed on pincodes, 
addresses, product profiles, phone number whitelabeling, 
marketing campaigns, A/B testing and several other 
parameters.



 This means that the moment a customer starts his checkout 
process on The Man Company’s website, GoKwik’s RTO API 
starts analysing the data and responds with a risk flagging as 
high, medium or low and helps the brand in determining 
whether the customer should see CoD payment option, or a 
prepaid payment mode should be incentivized, etc. 



A transaction flagged as high risk means low intent in 
genuine purchase and may result in a return. The delivery 
rate on high-risk orders can be as low as 20%. 



Similar to credit risk protection, where a customer’s past 
payment behaviour & other parameters determine whether 
he is eligible for a loan in future, GoKwik’s RTO model predicts 
the intent for a customer to commit return on CoD and then 
categorises them into high, medium and low risk for 
necessary further action.

SOLUTION

RTO Protection from GoKwik

Brands are of the belief that return is an inevitable cost of 
doing business. However, that’s not the case when GoKwik 
comes into the picture. GoKwik’s RTO Suite strives to reduce 

the probability of return by blocking low intent customers 

with higher precision before the purchase is completed. 

RESULT

Many of these high risk customers still chose to complete 
purchases using UPI as a mode of payment despite cash 
on delivery being disabled. This increased overall 
conversion rates, CoD to prepaid conversion rates and 
reduced the possibility of return.

20%
Putting strong constraints on merely 3% of very high-risk Cash on 
delivery orders resulted in an overall drop in rate of return by 20%

The Man Company Meets GoKwik RTO Suite

The Man Company has always trusted GoKwik. Post enabling GoKwik Checkout suite, they 
were able to witness a constant rise in conversion rates and gross merchandise value 
(GMV) realisation. This time, they trusted us with their RTO reduction needs. By quickly 
integrating the RTO suite, within a few weeks, we were able to deliver results to them.  


